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Abstract 
Rupp, R., Stable rank and boundary principle, Topology and its Applications 40 ( 1991) 307-316. 
(1) Let K denote a compact subset of the complex plane C. We present a correct proof that 
the stable rank of A( K > is one. Hereby, A( K j is the algebra of all continuous functions on k 
which are analytic in the interior of K. 
(2) Let G denote a plane domain whose boundary consists of finitely many closed, nonintersect- 
ing Jordan curves. We show that for a fixed function g E C(G), g Z 0, the following assertions 
are equivalent: 
(i) Every unimodular element (f, g) is reducible to the principal component exp( C( G)). 
(ii) The zero set ZR is polynomially convex, i.e., its complement C\Z, is connected. 
Keywords: Bass’ stable rank, reducible, unimodular, l-stable, boundary principle. 
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The concept of the stable rank of a ring, introduced by Bass [3], has been very 
useful in treating some problems in algebraic K-theory. In a series of papers Corach 
and Suarez calculated the stable rank of many Banach algebras, see [4,5]. 
Especially for the algebra A(K) of all continuous functions on a compact plane 
set K which are analytic in the interior of K, they stated that it is one. Their proof 
uses the assumption that the zero set 2” of a function g E A(K) is totally disconnected 
(see [4, Theorem 2.31). 
Professor Gamelin and Professor (Zlksendal have kindly pointed out to me the 
following counterexample to this assumption: 
Let 4p denote a Riemannian map of the “slit domain” G onto the open cnit disc. 
It is well known that extends continuou dary and r3~r-s the 
connected set B on one ction f 1-z 9 2 )? = .pe 
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Fig. 1. 
have a counterexample in the algebra A(@. However, the result is true as is shown 
by Corollary 1.3. 
In this paper we only consider complex, cokmitative Banach algebras A with 
unit element being denoted by 1. Especially we are interested in such algebras A 
whose maximal ideal space is homeomorphic to a compact set K of the complex 
plane 43. A standard example is the algebra C( K ) of all complex-valued continuous 
functions on a given compact set K c Q= (under the usual pointwise operations and 
the supremum norm on K). Also well known is the algebra A(K) of functions 
f~ C(K) which are analytic in the interior of K, see [2]. Finally, we look at the 
sets C(K, C,) (respectively C( K, S’)) of all continuous functions on K with values 
in d=, = c\(O) (respectively S’ := {z E Q=: Izl= 1)). Recall the following definitions, 
see 143: 
Let &(A) denote the set of all unimodular elements, i.e., 
&(A) := ((f; g) E A’: Af + Ag = A}. 
The unimodular element ($, g) is called reducible (in A), if there exists h E A such 
that f+ hg is invertible in A. We say that A is l-stable at g iff every unimodular 
element (j; g) is reducible in A. It is said that A has stable rank one iff A is l-stable 
at every g E A, i.e., every ($, g) E &(A) is reducible in A. A function g E C(K) fulfills 
uadary principle iff the following holds: 
(B ) I If G is open in 43, Gc K, such that g vanishes identically on the boundary 
aG, then g vanishes identically on G. 
This is clearly equivalent o the following condition, where the zero set of g is 
denoted by Zg, i.e., 
Z,={z K: g(z)=O}. 
C% If G is open in c, Gc K\&, the n there exists z. E a@ such that g(zo) # 0. 
The condition (B2) is necessary and suikient that every function J% C(Z’, S’) 
can be extended to 1 E C( K, S’), see [6, Theorem VI. 121. 
The condition (B,) was introduced by the author in his thesis [lo]. 
The next condition is much stronger than the boundary principle. 
(B3) The zero set Zg is polynomially convex, i.e., the complement C\Z, is 
connected. 
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To see that (B3) implies ( BZ), consider a path y c @\Z’ joining a point Q E G to 
*“infinity”. 
By a standard domain D we mean any domain D c @ whose boundary consists 
of finitely many, nonintersecting circles. 
Note that every domain G whose boundary consists of finitely many closed, 
nonintersecting Jordan curves can be mapped topologically to any standard omain 
D. Moreover, this homeomorphism extends to a homeomorphism of G onto D, 
see [7, p. 1221. 
Let G denote the domain G u g, where R denotes the union of the bounded 
components of e\G. For g E C(c), g # 0, the following shows how restrictive 
condition (B3) is: 
Suppose that Vc 6 is open such that V contains at least one of the bounded 
components of e\G and a Vc c. Then g cannot vanish identically on a V Since V 
contains at least one component of C\ G, there exists a point a E V\Z’. 
C\Z” is connected, so consider once more a path y c C\Z, joining a to “infinity”. 
It must intersect he boundary aV 
Roughly spoken, the condition (B3) forbids the possibility that g vanishes identi- 
cally on any Jordan curve surrounding any bounded component of e\G. 
Remark. The condition (B3) is also invariant under passing to standard domains: 
For Vc 6 as in (B3) the following decomposition holds: 
V=k[VnG], 
where 13 denotes the union of the bounded components of t\G which are contained 
in V This implies the correspondence for the “image” VQ of V under the homeo- 
morphism rp from G to a standard domain D: 
b :=l&#nG], 
where klp denotes the corresponding union of the bounded components of e\D. 
I. An analytic condition for stable rank one 
From [4,5] we deduce the following result. 
TReorem 1.1. If K c @ is compact, he foliowing conditions are equivalent: 
(i) C(K) is d-stable at ge C(K). 
(ii) The boundary principle (B,) holds, i.e., ifg vanishes identica& P the boundary 
aG of an open set G c K, then g vanishes identically on G. 
of. As mentioned before, it is enough to show that (i) and (I&) are equivalent. 
g has no zero at all in K, then (i) and (ii) are always ful 
that Zs is nonvoid in t 
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Assume that C(K) is l-stable at g. We show that every function f~ C(&, S’) 
can be extended to SE C( K, S’). This gives condition ( B2), see [6, Theorem VI.121. 
If h denotes a continuous extension off to K, then the element (h, g) is unimodular 
in C( K )_ Since C( K ) is l-stable at g, there exists a cordnuous function k such 
that h + kg =: u is invertible in C(K), i.e., u E C( K, &). But then the function 
f:= u/]ul is an extension off and SE C(K, S’). So we are done. ’ 
For the reverse implication we assume that (B2) holds, and we have to show that 
C(K) is l-stable at g. 
To this end suppose that we have If(z)] + lg(z)I a 6 > 0 (z E K). We consider the 
function nj-: 2’ + S’, deffned by 
Ilj(z’j*- If(z)l l -f(z> (ZEZ,,. 
It can be extended to h E C( K, S’), since ( B2) holds, see [6, Theorem VI.121. Now 
we are interested in the function $: K + C, 
&i(z) := IfCz,l~<z> (z E K ). 
Obviously, ($, g) is unimodular, since (A g) is unimodular. Moreover, it is ,reducible, 
because the unimodular element (Ifl, g) is reducible [4, Theorem 1.13(4)], and h 
is invertible in C( K ). This is equivalent o the fact that the restriction SI, E (Z’, &) 
has an extension to u E C( K, a=,), see [4, Theorem 1.13(5 j]. Since we have that 
u(z) =_i(z) = I_#-wlw =fW (= z,,, 
the same holds for the function J: By the same reference, the element (f, g) is 
reducible. So C(K) is l-stable at g. 0 
The proof of Theorem 1 .l can be shortened using homotopy classes. Just use the 
well-known fact that the restriction map C( K, S’) + C(Z,, S’) is onto iff the corre- 
sponding map on homotopy classes of functions is onto. Then apply [ 5, Theorem 1.41. 
Now we can formulate an “analytic condition” for many algebras to have stable 
rank one. 
Theorem 1.2. Let A denote a complex, commutatitje Banach algebra with unit element, 
whose maximal ideal space is homeomorphic to a compact set K c @. Then the following 
cs.r?ditiorrs 0rP quiualen t : 
(ii) The stable rank of A is one. 
(ii) The boundary principle holds in A, i.e., for every Gelfand transform g^ E C( K ) 
holds : 
If g^ vanishes identically on the boundary of an open set G c K, then g^ vanishes 
identically on 6;. 
roof. A has stable rank one iff A is Lqtable at g for every g E A. This is the 
case iff C\K) is l-stable at g^ for all g E A, see [4, Corollary 1.81. Now app!y 
Theorem 1.1. q 
StubEe rank and boundary principle 
We give the following application: 
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Corollary 1.3. If A c A( K ) is a Banach algebra whose maximal ideal space is, via 
evaluation, homeomorphic toK, then the stable rank of A is one. In particular, A(K) 
has stable rank one. 
Proof. Every Gelfand transform i can be identified with the (analytic) function g. 
The boundary principle follows easily from the maximum modulus principle. (The 
second assertion follows from Arens’ result that the maximal ideal space of A(K) 
satisfies the assumptions of the corollary.) 0 
2. Some lemmata 
In this paragraph we prove two technica.l lemmata. 
Lemma 2.1. Let D denote a standard domain and D1, , . . , D” be open discs such 
that each set Dj n D is connected and its boundary consists of at most two arcs from 
different circles aDj or aD. Moreover, let G denote a connected component of the set 
u;+ (4 n D). 
‘I;hen the domain G is finitely connected, and each boundary component consists of 
finitely many arcs (lying on the circle lines a Dj or aD) or finitely many isolated points. 
Proof. Let r denote the coliection of ail arcs B Of aDj or of (30 (j = 1,. . . , n) whose 
endpoints are intersecting points with different circles such that B contains exactly 
two intersecting points. The proof is an easy consequence of the following: 
Claim. If B E r contains at least three diflerent boundary points of G, then B c aG. 
First of all we show B c G. Let zl, z2, zj denote the three boundary points in 
BnaG and suppose that z2 is not an endpoint of B- si ce z2 E aG, there exists a 
sequence (w,J c C? such that 
lim ~9~ = z2. 
n+oo 
But there are only finitely many domains Dj A D. So z2 is the boundary point of at 
least one domain Dj A D. Since these domains are bounded by at most two arcs 
from different circles, there are two possibilities for two domains Dj A D and & A 
to have z2 as boundary point: Either one is contained in the other, tihich is irrelevant 
in the following, or there exists an intersecting point with a circle di&Teren 
the circle determined by B. This is impossible by the de or7 of K (Vote 
the second case no arc on the boundary of a domain can lie on the t~~~ndary 
of another domain.) So we may assume that zt E a[ and that there is just 
one such domain. 
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Since no other intersecting points on B exist, we have 
Bca[DjnD]c G. 
Next we show that Bc e\G. 
(1) 
Assuming the contrary, there exists z. E B n G. Consider the largest subarc B. c B 
such that z. E B. and B. c G. Note that we have already proved (1). Of course we 
have aGcUy=,aDj~aD- 
So the two endpoints of B. are intersecting points with circles other than Dj. 
(Note that there exist points of G near the endpoints which are not in Dj.) By 
assumption only two intersecting points exist on B. This implies B,= B, which 
contradicts the fact that B. c G and B n aG is nonvoid. This gives B c e\G. 
Since r is a finite set, G has only finitely many boundary components, which 
proves the lemma. (Note that only finitely many one-point components can exist 
by the claim.) 0 
The next lemma gives an application of condition (B3). 
Lemma 2.2. Let D denote a standard omain and assume that for g E C(D) conditkn 
(B,) holds. Moreover, assume that G c D is a finitely connected omain with at least 
one bounded component K oif f \,G. 4f g does not vanish identically on X, the following 
holds: ntere exists a segmental cross-cut Q of G joining K to a different component 
of e\G such that 
g(z)+0 (ZE Q). 
Proof. By assumption there exists z. E iX such that g( zo) + 0. Moreover, since 
condition (B,) holds, the open set C\Z, is connected. It is well known [9, Section 
14, p. 126fl that we can join z. to a point w E C\D by a segmental Jordan arc 
0 c C\Z,. Since 0 must leave K, there exists a “last exit time” to for K and a “first 
enter time” t, for the first different component oft\ G. Restricting 0 to the remaining 
interval [to, t,] gives the desired cross-cut Q of G. c3 
The purpose of the lemma above is to cut down certain domains to rimpI;: 
connected domains such that no zero of g can lie on the cross-cuts. 
Note that the boundary principle alone is not sufficient for the assertion of 
Lemma 2.2: 
Consider the domain G := {z E c- ! . 2 < izi c 2: and the function g : G + @ defined 
by g(z) := 1 - 121. Every cross-cut of G joining ItI = 1 2to 121 =2 contains at least one 
zero of g. 
educibility to the principal component 
Suppose that for ,n E C(K) the boundary principle holds. Theorem 1.1 implies 
that every unimodular element (f, g) is reducible, i.e., there exists h E C(*K) such 
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that f+ kg is invertible in C( K )* Is it always possib:e to r&~e (f; g) to the principal 
component exp( C( M)), i.e., must there exist h, k E c(K) such that 
Cfearly the case g =O must be excluded, since invertible functions need not be 
exponentials. 
Theorem 3.1. Let G denste a domain whose boundary consists offinitely many closed, 
nonintersecting Jordan cwveq and let g # 0 denate a continuous function on 6 The 
following conditions are equivalerrt : 
(i) Every unimodular element ( fJ g ) is reducible to exp[ C( G)]. 
(ii) 7&e zero set 2’ is polynamially convex, i.e., C\Z’ is connected. 
Proof. Since both assertions are invariant under Pnr5le.-morph!sms to standard 
domains, we may assume that G is standard.. see ‘R~:~~a.rrtc in tbte Intraduc@on. 
(1) Suppose that every unimddular (A g) is ;-pdut:ihi+ PC / TD[C(@]. 
Assume that there exists a bounded component V of L \Z’. Choose a point a E V 
and observe that the element (z - (~11, g) is unimodular and hence reducible to 
exp(C( d)). So there exist functions h, k E C(G) such that 
z - a + hg = exp( k), 
Eqecially, since a V c 23& wlet have 
z-a=exp(k(s)) (z&W). 
This is impossible. Otherwise, if k” denotes any continuous extension of k to q the 
partial mapping 
would have the extension 
This ~untradicts [ci3 Propositiun ?A, p* 971. So ( 
(2) Assume that the strong boundary principle holds for g* Then g never vanishes 
id~nti~a~~y on any closed Jordan curve of X2 We must show the fo~~owin~~ 
If lj’(z)l+ jg(z)i 3 S > Q (z E e)$ then there exist A, k E C(e) such that 
Csnsider the compact set 
i 
E := (2 E G: [g(z)] G fs>. 
By the uniform continuity of g we find to each z, E E an o 
lg(Z,I+$ (232 
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Since E is compact, finitely many are enough to cover E, say, D1, . . . , 0,. This 
implies 
EC c Di and fi [DjnG]c{ZEG: [g(Z)I%$s}. (2) 
j=l j=l 
By Lemma 2.1 the open set Uy= 1 (Dj R G) splits into finitely many domains Gk, 
k=l , . . . , N, if the radii of the discs Dj are sufficiently small, which of course we 
may assume. Each domain & is finitely connected. Moreover, we can assume that 
their closures are disjoint, else we cover the common boundary points by small 
discs I) such that 
The gives the desired partition of Uy= t (Dj n G). Anyway, we have 
(3) 
Srep 1. To each domain Gk there exists a ~~~~1~ connected omain Gk c e& such 
that $ n & c G&. 
If Gk itself is simpty connected, just take Gk .-- l - Gk. Else there exists at least one 
bounded component Ki of e\& By assumption the strong boundary principle 
holds for g. Lemma 2.2 implies the existence of a cross-cut Qk c ek joining K, to 
another component of e\Gk such that 
Since Qk joins different components, the open set Gk\Qk is connected [9, Theorem 
16.33 and its connectivity number is strictly smaller than that of &. Take Gk := Gk\Qk 
if the latter is simply connected, else repeat he procedure above. After finitely many 
steps we reach at the desired simply connected domain G,+ 
Srep 2. We show the existence of simply connected omains Hk, & (k = 1, . . . , N) 
such that 
(i) Z&&t Hkc &, 
(ii) & n Kj =@ (k Zj), 
(iii) there exists a branch logkf which is continuous on the closed set m. 
Take the simply connected domain Gk from the first step. The only boundary 
points of Gk on which g can vanish are points of XX (Note that on the cross-cuts 
Q used to define C& the function g never vanishes. Moreover, by construction of 
E, the same holds for X& n G.) So there exists a number E > 0 such that 
lg(4 3 e -- (z E aGk n G). 
The remaining set of boundary points of C& ctinsists of finitely many disjoint arcs 
Bj on aG$ j=lqC.., N. (This is given by Lemmata 2.1 and 2.2 as well as the fact 
that the cross-cuts were chosen se~rn~~t~l!) 
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Note that every circle r c aG contains at least two disjoint closed arcs Bj if t)le 
discs used to construct &k are sufficiently small. (Note that by assumption g never 
vanishes identically on any circle r of aG.) 
Now we consider the set 
Here, SO = &(E) is given by uniform continuity, i.e., 
)g(z)-g(w)l+ if lz- WI<&. 
This implies 
NOW the domain GA is simply connected. The argument principle implies the 
existence of a branch log& on Gk [ 1, Theorem 16.E]. (Note that we have If(z)1 2 18 
(z E Gk), since If(z)1 + lg(z)l a S and (3) holds.) Moreover, this branch can be 
extended continuously over the arcs tfi of aG, A aG (_i = 1,. . . , no): Just take disjoint 
simply connected strip domains Ski containing Bj, where a given continuation of 
f also fulfills 1 f (z)l 2 $3. Then by the argument principle, used for a slightly larger 
domain, there exists a continuous branch log f on Sk.j, and in Gk these two can 
differ only by an additive constant. 
Now define & := Gk u UJz, Sk,j. For sufficiently small strip domains & is con- 
nected and therefore simply connected. Using the Riemann mapping theorem for 
&, it is easy to find Jordan domains Hk, Kk c fik such that I&c Hk e Kk, and the 
following hold: 
(i) Z’p~~dpH~~hC~, 
(ii) KknGkcHknGk=Gk. 
(All inclusions are understood to be compact.) oreover, we have & n & = 0 
(j # k), since the same holds for the domains Gk- 
The argument principle used for a slightly larger domain than Kk implies the 
existence of a continuous branch Iogk f m Kk n G. This proves Step 2. 
SW? 3. Construction of continuLj I*C functioiis 11, k such that f + hg = exp( k). 
Chmse smooth functions xk such that 
X&(Z) = 
1, =Hk, 
0, Z&K,. 
Now de&e the continuous function k : t? --) @ by 
iv 
k(z) := 1 X&(Z) logkf(d- 
k=l 
(Here, we think of the continuous function log&f on the compaci set & rj G as 
extended continuously to 6 .) 
By Step 2(i) and (2) we have 
k=l 
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Note that the last union consists of disjoint members. Now define the continuous 
function h on G by 
It is easy to verify the equation 
f+hg=exp(k). q 
. The proof of Theorem 3.1 was motivated by the wark in IS]. In [ll], 
the author seteled the question of reducibility to exp[A(G)], where G is as in 
Theorem 3.1. 
The corresponding problem for _H” was solved by 1. A. Laroco Jr (to appear in 
the Trans. Amer. Math. Sot.). 
Theorem 3.1 can be generalized using the m&o& + W& :-e-r: in the Proceedings 
of the Conference on Ftinccion Spaces, SWE, Edwsrdsri!?e, * %-L: April 1990. 
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